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Retinal Ganglion Cell Genesis Requires lakritz,
a Zebrafish atonal Homolog
ment of progenitors to the RGC fate have not been
identified.
Atonal-homolog 5 (Ath5) is a member of a family of
Jeremy N. Kay,1,2,5 Karin C. Finger-Baier,1,5
Tobias Roeser,1,2 Wendy Staub,1
and Herwig Baier1,2,3,4
1 Department of Physiology vertebrate bHLH transcription factors related to the Dro-
sophila proneural factor Atonal (Jarman et al., 1993). In2 Program in Neuroscience
3 Programs in Genetics, Human Genetics, Drosophila, atonal (ato) is required for the determination
of the earliest-born retinal cell type, the R8 photorecep-and Developmental Biology
University of California tor (Jarman et al., 1994). Three lines of evidence suggest
that ath5, the closest homolog of ato in vertebrates,San Francisco, California 0444
might have a central role in RGC specification. First, the
expression pattern of ath5 places it in the right time and
place to influence RGC fate; mouse Math5, XenopusSummary
Xath5, and zebrafish ath5 are all expressed in the retinal
primordium just prior to RGC genesis (Brown et al., 1998;Mutation of the zebrafish lakritz (lak) locus completely
eliminates the earliest-born retinal cells, the ganglion Kanekar et al., 1997; Masai et al., 2000). Reductions in
ath5 expression levels are correlated with reductions incells (RGCs). Instead, excess amacrine, bipolar, and
Mu¨ller glial cells are generated in the mutant. The extra retinal neurogenesis, as shown by analysis of mouse
pax6 mutants and zebrafish midline signaling mutants,amacrines are found at ectopic locations in the gan-
glion cell layer. Cone photoreceptors appear unaf- in which ath5 expression is altered (Brown et al., 1998;
Masai et al., 2000). Finally, overexpression of Xath5 infected by the mutation. Molecular analysis reveals that
lak encodes Ath5, the zebrafish eye-specific ortholog tadpoles biases retinal progenitors toward an RGC fate
at the expense of other retinal cell types, namely, bipolarof the Drosophila basic helix-loop-helix transcription
factor Atonal. A combined birth-dating and cell marker cells, amacrine cells, and Mu¨ller glia (Kanekar et al.,
1997). In contrast to the Xath5 effect, however, overex-analysis demonstrates that lak/ath5 is essential for
RGC determination during the first wave of neurogen- pression of mouse Math5 in tadpoles causes overpro-
duction of bipolar cells, with no apparent effect on RGCsesis in the retina. Our results suggest that this wave
is skipped in the mutant, leading to an accumulation (Brown et al., 1998). A loss-of-function analysis of ath5
should help clarify the role of this gene in RGC formationof progenitors for inner nuclear layer cells.
and in the initiation of retinal neurogenesis.
Forward genetic screens in zebrafish provide an op-Introduction
portunity to identify genes involved in RGC develop-
ment. Zebrafish larvae, like other teleosts and amphibi-The vertebrate neural retina consists of seven major cell
types, which are generated during development by the ans, adjust the distribution of melanin pigment in their
skin to match changing levels of ambient light. Blinddifferentiation of multipotent progenitor cells. The rela-
tive simplicity and accessibility of this neural structure zebrafish are unable to perform this visually controlled
background adaptation behavior and appear dark at allhas made it a model for investigations into the molecular
mechanisms of neuronal cell fate determination (re- times. The lakritzth241 (lak) mutation was initially identified
in a large-scale screen for pigmentation defects in ze-viewed in Livesey and Cepko, 2001; Perron and Harris,
2000). These studies have determined that cell types brafish (Kelsh et al., 1996). Subsequent behavioral analy-
sis showed that the pigmentation phenotype was aare generated in a particular order during retinal neuro-
genesis and that certain aspects of this order are con- secondary consequence of a visual system defect (Neu-
hauss et al., 1999). In addition, histological analysesserved through vertebrate evolution. For example, reti-
nal ganglion cells (RGCs), the projection neurons that revealed an 80% reduction in the number of cells in
the lak mutant ganglion cell layer (GCL), providing furtherconnect the eye to the brain, are the first cells to become
postmitotic and to differentiate in the eye of all verte- evidence that lak mutant larvae are visually impaired
brates investigated so far (Livesey and Cepko, 2001; Hu (Neuhauss et al., 1999). No other morphological pheno-
and Easter, 1999, and references therein). The molecular type has been detected outside the eye, and the mutants
events underlying RGC genesis are now beginning to can be raised to adulthood (K.C.F.-B. and H.B., unpub-
be understood. Overexpression of certain transcription lished data).
factors of the basic-helix-loop-helix (bHLH) and POU- In the present study, we show that lak mutants are
domain families can promote the RGC fate (Kanekar et blind as a result of complete absence of RGCs—the
al., 1997; Perron et al., 1999; Liu et al., 2000). In addition, 20% remaining cells in the GCL are “misplaced” ama-
targeted disruption of the POU factor Brn-3b (Pou4f3) crine cells. The mutation also causes overproduction of
in the mouse blocks terminal differentiation of a subset other inner nuclear layer (INL) cell types, such as bipolar
of RGCs, causing them to die (Gan et al., 1999; Xiang, and Mu¨ller glial cells, but has no detectable effect on
1998). To date, however, genes required for the commit- outer nuclear layer (ONL) cells, such as cone photore-
ceptors. We cloned the lak gene and show that it en-
codes Ath5. The mutation is predicted to lead to a loss-4 Correspondence: hbaier@itsa.ucsf.edu
5 These authors contributed equally to this work. of-function allele. Our studies suggest that lak/ath5
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function is essential for both timely initiation of retinal
neurogenesis and determination of RGC fate.
Results
lak Mutants Are Blind Due to the Absence
of Retinal Ganglion Cells
In a clutch of 7-day-old zebrafish larvae derived from a
cross of two heterozygous carriers of the lakth241 allele,
25% of the larvae exhibit a dark coloration when com-
pared to their wild-type siblings (Figures 1A–1C), indicat-
ing that the mutation is recessive and completely pene-
trant. Because lak mutants fail at visual background
adaptation, we sought to assess the degree of their
visual impairment using additional behavioral assays.
The optokinetic response (OKR) to a moving grating is
a sensitive and quantifiable indicator of visual functions
in zebrafish (Brockerhoff et al., 1995; Easter and Nicola,
1996; Neuhauss et al., 1999). We found that the OKR
was undetectable in lak mutants (n  47), while it was
present in all wild-type fish examined (n  100) (Figure
1F). Similarly, the optomotor response (swimming with
perceived motion) is completely abolished in the mutant,
while swimming, startle-to-tone (P. Page-McCaw and
H.B., unpublished data), and touch responses are indis-
tinguishable from wild-type (data not shown).
The lak mutant retina exhibits greatly reduced cell
numbers in the GCL (Figures 1D and 1E). Using the
lipophilic axon tracer DiI, we were unable to detect any
retinofugal axons in the brain (n  25; data not shown)
or RGC axons in the eye (Figures 2A and 2B), excluding
the possibility that a significant number of differentiated
RGCs are present in the mutant retina. To confirm the
absence of RGCs, we used a molecular marker, the zn5
Figure 1. Behavioral and Histological Phenotypes Indicate that lak
monoclonal antibody (Trevarrow et al., 1990). In wild- Mutants Are Blind
type, zn5 labels ganglion cell bodies, their dendrites,
(A and B) Mutant larvae (lak) are darker than wild-type (), because
and their axons coursing through the nerve fiber layer they fail to adapt to bright, ambient light. The degree of pigment
and into the optic nerve (Figure 2C). By contrast, the dispersal within epidermal melanophores is controlled by retinal
input.mutant GCL and rudimentary optic nerve (arrow) are
(C) Melanin pigment in the dorsal skin of the mutant is completelycompletely devoid of zn5 staining, and no nerve fiber
dispersed. The panel corresponds to the rectangular area markedlayer can be seen (Figure 2D). The zn5 antibody also
in (B) but was photographed at a different focal plane.detects a subset of amacrine cell processes in the inner
(D and E) Retinal phenotype of 7 dpf lak mutants revealed in DAPI-
plexiform layer (IPL) of wild-type fish. These fibers are stained sections. The mutant GCL (arrows in [E]) shows a marked
still present in the mutant, explaining the residual zn5 reduction in the number of cells compared to wild-type. Other as-
pects of retinal morphology are normal. The optic nerve (arrowheadsignal. The conclusion from these experiments is that
in [D]) is not present at the plane of section depicted in (E), althoughthe mutant retina lacks all RGCs and that the neural
mutants do have a small optic nerve.connection between eye and brain is completely inter-
(F) OKR to a moving grating is absent in lak mutants. A stationaryrupted.
grating (40) was presented to larvae for 30 s, followed by motion
of the same grating at 4/sec for 30 s. Onset of stimulus motion is
indicated by the arrow. The OKR, while vigorous in wild-type (zigzagAmacrine Cells Replace Ganglion Cells in the GCL
line in the top trace, ), is absent in mutants (two bottom traces,
of lak Mutants lak). Eye movements are plotted as angles of eye orientation in
Although the lak mutant retina appears to be devoid of degrees (see scale bar to the right) over time. Asterisks (*) point to
two spontaneous saccade-like eye movements in the wild-type. TheRGCs (Figures 2B and 2D), histological sections reveal
mutants display spontaneous saccades with normal amplitudes andthat the mutant GCL does contain some cells (Figure
at normal frequencies but do not respond to motion.1E). In order to understand why these GCL cells fail to
send axons to the brain, we analyzed their phenotype
using cell type-specific molecular markers. We first of the mutant GCL express Hu, indicating that the cells
are neurons (Figures 3A and 3B).tested whether the mutant GCL consists of undifferenti-
ated or nonneural cells. Retinae of 7 days postfertiliza- In the retina, Hu is a specific marker for ganglion and
amacrine cells (Link et al., 2000; Figure 3A). Since RGCstion (dpf) lak mutants and wild-type siblings were stained
with antibodies against the Hu RNA binding protein, a appear to be absent in lak mutants, we tested whether
mutant GCL cells might have adopted an amacrine fate,neuron-specific marker (Marusich et al., 1994). All cells
LAK/ATH5 Is Required for RGC Genesis
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Figure 2. Absence of Retinal Ganglion Cells
in lak Mutants
(A and B) Small DiI crystals placed on the
retinal surface label RGC axons (arrow) in
wild-type 7 dpf larvae (A). No RGC axons
could be detected in this manner in the mu-
tant retina (B).
(C and D) Immunostaining with an RGC
marker (zn5). (C) Wild-type 7 dpf retina. zn5
immunoreactivity is observed on the surface
of RGCs in the GCL and on RGC axons in the
nerve fiber layer (arrowheads) and optic nerve
(arrow). Mutant retina (D) is nearly devoid of
zn5 staining. Note that the section in (D)
contains a barely visible zn5-negative optic
nerve (arrow), which was visible in the DAPI
counterstain (data not shown). Scale bar is
100 m.
using three amacrine-specific markers (GAD67, tyrosine either TH or Pax6GFP cell number in the mutant INL
(Figures 4A and 4B). However, the two cell types ap-hydroxylase, and Pax6GFP). We crossed lakth241 carriers
to a transgenic line, Pax6GFP(142), which expresses peared to respond differently to the lak mutation; total
TH cell number was increased overall in lak mutants,green fluorescent protein (GFP) in a subset of amacrine
cells that project to specific sublayers of the IPL. The by 26% (p  0.05; two-tailed t test), whereas total
Pax6GFP cell number was unchanged (Figures 4A andGFP reporter is under control of a short retina-specific
enhancer element of the pax6 gene. Early in develop- 4B). Thus, whereas the TH cells in the mutant GCL
are supernumerary, the Pax6GFP GCL cells are not.ment, this line expresses GFP throughout the eye (data
not shown), but later GFP expression becomes re- Rather, there seems to be a redistribution of Pax6GFP
cells from the INL to the GCL. These results suggeststricted to some (but not all) amacrine cells that express
Pax6 in the mature retina. In wild-type fish, GFP cells that the lak mutation does not dramatically alter the
number of amacrine cells and that any increase is likelywere found in the INL and, extremely rarely, in the GCL
(Figures 3C and 4A). The latter group represents dis- confined to the ectopic amacrines in the GCL.
placed amacrine cells, of which there are very few in
zebrafish. In lak mutants, by contrast, the GCL contained Bipolar and Mu¨ller Glial Cell Numbers Are
Increased in lak Mutantsmany GFP cells—13-fold more than wild-type (p 
0.0002; Figures 3D and 4A). We then stained larvae with How does the mutation affect other cell types in the
retina? We first analyzed the bipolar neurons and theantibodies against GAD67, a marker of GABAergic
neurons and their processes. This antibody specifically Mu¨ller glia, two cell classes that are found exclusively
in the outer portion of the INL. Antibodies against proteinlabels most amacrine cells in the larval zebrafish ret-
ina (Connaughton et al., 1999; Figure 3F). RGCs are kinase C (PKC) label a large subset of bipolar cells in
the 7 dpf wild-type retina, revealing both cell bodies inGAD67. Displaced amacrine cells in the wild-type GCL
expressing GAD67 were observed only rarely (Figures the INL and three sublayers of terminals in the IPL (Figure
5A). When we stained mutant retina with this antibody,3F and 3G). Strikingly, nearly all the GCL cells in the
mutant retinae were GAD67 (Figures 3H and 3I). Lastly, we saw a dramatic increase in the number of bipolar
cells relative to wild-type. This increase was evidentwe stained mutant and wild-type retinae with anti-tyro-
sine hydroxylase (TH) antibodies to label dopaminergic both in cell body number and the number of terminals
in the IPL (Figure 5B). Most mutant sections also exhibitinterplexiform cells (DA-IPCs). This cell type can be con-
sidered a specialized type of amacrine cell, based on regions where the orderly three-layer pattern of termi-
nals is disrupted (Figure 5B, arrowheads). Based onits laminar position and on a variety of functional and
morphological criteria (for example, Link et al., 2000). counts of central retinal sections in wild-type and mu-
tant, we estimate that lak mutants have approximatelyWhile we could not detect this cell type in the GCL of
wild-type retinae (Figures 3J and 4B), every lak mutant 2-fold more PKC bipolar cells than their wild-type sib-
lings.retina investigated (n  10) contained TH cells in the
GCL (Figures 3K and 4B). Thus, the GCL of the lak mutant Immunostaining with an antibody against glutamine
synthetase (GS) revealed the cell bodies and processesconsists, perhaps exclusively, of differentiated amacrine
cells. of the Mu¨ller glia, the major nonneuronal cell type of the
vertebrate retina. We found that the number of Mu¨llerWe wanted to know whether lakth241 also affects the
fate of amacrine cells in the INL. We therefore counted glia is slightly increased in lak retinae (Figures 5C and
5D). GS cells were counted in sections through centralthe number of TH and Pax6GFP cells in lak mutants
and their wild-type siblings. While mutants had more of retina (n 5 mutants and 5 sibs); mutants had 10%–20%
more GS cells. We also stained 7 dpf retinae with zpr1both cell types in the GCL, there was no increase in
Neuron
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Figure 3. The lak GCL Consists of Amacrine Cells
(A and B) Hu immunostaining of wild-type retina (A) labels all cells in the GCL and amacrine cells in the INL. The lak mutant GCL (B), although
smaller, also consists entirely of Hu cells (arrowheads).
(C–E) GFP retinal cells in Pax6GFP(142) carriers. In wild-type background (C), GFP labels amacrine cell bodies in the inner INL and their
processes in specific sublayers of the IPL. In the mutant (D and E), GFP cell bodies are frequently found in the GCL (arrowhead in [E]).
(F–I) GAD67 immunostaining. In wild-type retina, the antibody specifically labels a subset of amacrine cells (F). Most of these cells are in the
INL (F and G), although occasional displaced amacrine cells can be seen in the wild-type GCL (arrowhead in [G]). By contrast, nearly all cells
of the mutant GCL are GAD67 (arrowheads in [H]).
(J–L) TH immunostaining reveals DA-IPCs exclusively in the INL of wild-type retina (J), but, in the mutant (K and L), TH cells are frequently
observed in the GCL (arrowheads).
(E and L) High-magnification view of the mutant inner retina reveals amacrine cell morphology of lak GCL cells. GFP (E) and TH (L) GCL
cells (arrowheads) project fibers (arrows) into the IPL, showing that ectopic amacrines in the mutant GCL have normal amacrine morphology
and connectivity. The GFP GCL cell in (E) has emerged recently from the proliferative ciliary marginal zone (CMZ). Its process (arrow) appears
to be tipped by a growth cone.
(A–L) All images depict 7 dpf retinae. Scale bars in (A) (for [A] and [B]) and in (C) (for [C], [D], [F], [I], [J], and [K]) are 100 m; scale bars in (E)
and (G) are 50 m.
(FRet43), a monoclonal antibody that recognizes dou- was mapped by analysis of 3000 meioses to a 0.7 cM
region on linkage group (LG) 13, using simple sequence-ble-cone (L and M) photoreceptors (Larison and Brem-
iller, 1990). In contrast to bipolar and Mu¨ller cells, we length polymorphisms (SSLPs) (Figure 6A).
We reasoned that, based on the gain-of-function phe-could not find any change in the number of double cones
in mutant retina (Figures 5E and 5F). These results dem- notype in Xenopus (Kanekar et al., 1997) and based on
its place and time of expression (Masai et al., 2000),onstrate that all INL cell types we examined—amacrine,
bipolar, and Mu¨ller cells—were overproduced in lak mu- ath5 represented a good candidate for lak. We placed
ath5 and three closely linked SSLP markers on a radia-tants, while ONL cells (red and green cone photorecep-
tors) appeared unaffected. tion hybrid panel and found that ath5 maps to a region
on LG 13 that precisely corresponds to the position of
lak on the genetic map (Figure 6B).lak Encodes Ath5
In order to gain insight into the molecular basis for the The strong linkage between lak and ath5 led us to
test whether wild-type ath5 DNA could rescue the laklak mutant phenotype, we cloned the gene. The mutation
LAK/ATH5 Is Required for RGC Genesis
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Figure 4. Quantification of Amacrine Cell
Number and Cell Death in lak Mutants
(A and B) Amacrine cell number is increased
in the mutant, but the increase is confined to
the GCL and to specific amacrine subtypes.
Pax6GFP (A) and TH (B) cells were counted
in 7 dpf mutants (lak) and wild-type siblings
(). Total cell number, GCL cell number (light
gray), and INL cell number (dark gray) were
determined separately. (A) The mutant GCL
had many more GFP cells than wild-type
GCL. However, total GFP cell number did
not change in the mutant. (B) No TH cells
were found in the wild-type GCL, whereas the
mutant GCL contained numerous TH cells.
As a result, TH cell number increased overall
in the mutant by 26% (p  0.05).
(C) The number of TUNEL-stained cells was
determined in 48 hpf mutants and wild-type
siblings. The mutation did not affect the num-
ber of dying cells at this age or at 30 hpf (data
not shown).
mutant phenotype. A large genomic clone containing the (Figure 6C). This domain normally mediates dimerization
with other bHLH proteins, a prerequisite for proper func-full-length ath5 gene together with its likely regulatory
regions was injected into one-cell-stage embryos. This tion of this class of transcription factors (Murre et al.,
1989). A proline at this position is predicted to disruptconstruct partially rescued the lak RGC phenotype—
small patches of rescued RGCs were observed with zn5 the helical structure of the domain. We analyzed se-
quences of bHLH proteins from the public BLOCKS da-or DiI labeling in a minority of injected embryos (n  9
out of 46 injected mutants; data not shown). The th241 tabase and found that none (of 221 total) showed a
proline at this position of the first helix domain (Figure 6Callele of ath5 was therefore cloned and sequenced,
showing a T-to-C single base pair change in a highly shows several family members). We therefore postulate
that the th241 mutation disrupts the activity of the Ath5conserved region of the gene. The mutation results in
a leucine-to-proline change at amino acid 44 (L44P), protein.
To confirm that the point mutation in ath5 is linked towhich is part of helix I of the Ath5 helix-loop-helix motif
Figure 5. Increased Bipolar and Mu¨ller Glial
Cell Number in lak Mutants
(A and B) Overproduction of bipolar cells in
the mutant retina. (A) PKC bipolar cell bod-
ies in the outer INL of wild-type retina. Their
large synaptic terminals (arrow) are observed
in three distinct sublayers of the IPL. (B) PKC
bipolar cell number in the mutant INL is
clearly higher than in wild-type (A). An in-
crease in the number of terminals in the IPL
is also evident. The three-layer structure of
bipolar synaptic terminals is mostly normal in
the mutant (arrows), but regions of severe
disorganization are also observed (arrow-
head).
(C and D) Increased numbers of Mu¨ller glia
in lak mutants. (C) In wild-type, anti-GS anti-
bodies label Mu¨ller glial cell bodies in the
outer INL and their radially oriented pro-
cesses. (D) The mutant retina has noticeably
more GS processes and cell bodies.
(E and F) zpr1 immunostaining labels similar
numbers of cones in the ONL of wild-type (E)
and mutant (F) retina.
(A–F) All panels depict 7 dpf retinae. Scale
bars 20m for (A)–(B) and 50m for (C)–(F).
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the lak phenotype, we performed restriction fragment
length polymorphism (RFLP) analysis, taking advantage
of the fact that the point mutation abolishes a restriction
site within the ath5 coding region. In all cases examined
(n  74), lak mutants carried only the L44P allele of
ath5 (Figure 6E). By contrast, all phenotypically normal
siblings (n  87) carried either one or two copies of the
unmutated L44 ath5 allele (Figure 6D). Two out of the
74 mutant fish used for this analysis were recombinant
for the closest SSLP marker, 0.71 cM away from the lak
locus (data from 983 meioses), but these were nonre-
combinant for the RFLP. On the basis of these data, we
conclude that we have isolated the molecular lesion
underlying the lakth241 allele.
We next asked if the lakth241 allele was a functional null
or a hypomorph. Carriers of th241 were crossed to a
strain (s27) carrying a deficiency of a large region of LG
13 including the lak locus (W. Liao, D. Yelon, and D.
Stainier, personal communication). If the mutant allele
is a functional null, we would expect the phenotype of
the animals carrying the mutation over the deficiency
to be identical to the phenotype of the homozygous
mutants. Indeed, the retinal phenotype of lakth241/s27 lar-
vae was identical to that of lakth241/th241 larvae (data not
shown). This finding suggests that lakth241 is a functional
null, consistent with the predicted change in the amino
acid sequence.
The Wave of RGC Neurogenesis Requires
the lak Gene
Loss of lak/ath5 function leads to an absence of RGCs
and an increase in the number of INL cells. We hypothe-
sized that the mutation induces a cell fate switch in
progenitor cells that would normally give rise to RGCs.
In zebrafish, GCL cells are the first neurons to begin
differentiating, followed by INL cells and finally ONL cells
(reviewed in Malicki, 2000). The first postmitotic RGCs
appear at 27 hr postfertilization (hpf) in a ventronasal
patch of the eye anlage, adjacent to the embryonic fis-
sure. Neurogenesis then proceeds first nasodorsally and
then temporoventrally in a wave that resembles the un-
folding of a fan (Hu and Easter, 1999). Postmitotic INL
cells begin appearing—again in the ventronasal patch—
at around 38 hr, followed 10 hr later by the first ONL cells
(Hu and Easter, 1999). Thus, there are three spatially
separate but temporally overlapping waves of retinal
neurogenesis in zebrafish, each of which starts at the
Figure 6. Molecular Identification of lak
embryonic fissure and spreads to form one of the three
(A) Position of the lak mutation on the genetic map, close to a group layers of retinal cells.
of SSLP markers on LG 13.
The expression pattern and phenotype of lak/ath5(B) Position of ath5 on the radiation hybrid map of LG 13.
suggests that it may play a role in the first wave of retinal(C) Sequencing of ath5 in lak mutants reveals a point mutation in
the region of the gene that encodes the first helix of the helix- neurogenesis. At 2 hr prior to the first appearance of
loop-helix motif. The codon alteration predicts a leucine-to-proline differentiated RGCs, ath5 expression is initiated in the
change at amino acid 44. Sequences of the first helix from five ventronasal patch and spreads in a fan-shaped wave
members of the Atonal family and the MYC protein, a distantly that prefigures the wave of RGC genesis by2 hr (Masai
related bHLH factor, were aligned using web-based BLOCKS soft-
et al., 2000). To test whether loss of ath5 function wouldware. All wild-type sequences show the conserved leucine at the
position that is mutated in the th241 allele (second from top).
(D and E) RFLP analysis. The L44P mutation eliminates a restriction
site found in the published L44 allele (Masai et al., 2000). Each lane
represents RFLP analysis of an individual fish, which were sorted at least one copy of the L44 allele. In (D), arrows indicate/ larvae;
on the basis of the visual background adaptation phenotype. Wild- the others are lak/. D. r., Danio rerio; M. m., Mus musculus; X. l.,
type fish are shown in (D), mutant fish are shown in (E). All mutant Xenopus laevis; D. m., Drosophila melanogaster; H. s., Homo sa-
fish carry only the L44P allele of ath5, whereas wild-type fish carry piens.
LAK/ATH5 Is Required for RGC Genesis
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Figure 7. The lak Mutation Specifically Abol-
ishes the First Wave of Retinal Neurogenesis
(A and B) Initiation of the GCL wave, assessed
by Hu immunostaining at 30 hpf. In wild-type
(A), the first differentiating ganglion cells (ar-
rowhead) appear in ventronasal retina, adja-
cent to the embryonic fissure (*). No retinal
Hu staining is observed in the mutant (B), al-
though Hu neurons develop normally in the
olfactory placode (arrows in [A]–[D]). (C and
D) Spread of the GCL wave and initiation of
the INL wave, assessed by Hu staining at 48
hpf. In wild-type (C), the wave of GCL neuro-
genesis is mostly complete, as shown by the
ring of Hu staining in the inner retina (arrow-
heads). The ring is thickest in the region ante-
rior to the embryonic fissure (*), demonstra-
ting that the wave of INL differentiation is now
adding Hu amacrine cells in this region. In
mutant retina (D), the first small patch of Hu
neurons has appeared (arrowheads). Al-
though delayed, these mutant cells develop
in the normal ventronasal location (D). (E and
F) Initiation of the ONL wave of neurogenesis,
assessed by zpr1 immunostaining at 54 hpf.
The first differentiating double cones (arrow-
heads) appear adjacent to the embryonic fis-
sure (*) in both wild-type (E) and mutant (F),
indicating that the ONL neurogenic wave be-
gins on time in lak mutants. Anterior is to the
left and dorsal is up in all panels (A–F).
disrupt the neurogenic wave, we stained wild-type and mutant are amacrine cells, not RGCs. These experi-
ments indicate that the wave of RGC differentiation re-lak mutant embryos with anti-Hu, a marker of postmitotic
neurons that is expressed immediately upon cell cycle quires ath5.
We next asked whether ath5 is specifically requiredexit (Kim et al., 1996; Marusich et al., 1994). In the eye,
Hu is a specific marker of all RGCs and amacrine cells during the first wave of retinal neurogenesis or whether
it might be required for the subsequent INL and ONL(Figure 3A).
At 30 hpf, an initial population of differentiated RGCs waves. Hu staining at 48 hpf indicates that amacrine
cell neurogenesis starts approximately on time in lakwas observed adjacent to the embryonic fissure in wild-
type embryos (Figure 7A). The size of the Hu cluster mutants (Figures 7C and 7D). To analyze ONL neurogen-
esis, we used the zpr1 antibody, which labels cone pho-increased gradually at 36 and 43 hpf (data not shown),
and by 48 hpf it had spread to encompass most of toreceptors. At 54 hpf, a small patch of photoreceptors
could be seen differentiating next to the embryonic fis-the GCL (Figure 7C). In mutant retina, by contrast, Hu
staining failed to appear at 30 hpf (Figure 7B). Nor was sure in both wild-type and mutant (Figures 7E and 7F),
demonstrating that ONL neurogenesis was initiated atit detectable in mutant retinae at 36 or 43 hpf (data not
shown). At 48 hpf, a small cluster of Hu cells finally the right time and place in the mutant. Furthermore, the
spread of zpr1 immunoreactivity between 54 and 72appeared adjacent to the embryonic fissure in mutant
retina (Figure 7D). Primary RGC genesis is normally over hpf appeared normal in the mutant (data not shown),
suggesting that the wave of ONL neurogenesis was un-by 48 hpf, suggesting that these Hu neurons are ama-
crine cells participating in the second wave of neural affected by loss of ath5 function. These findings show
that the lak mutation specifically affects the RGC differ-differentiation (Hu and Easter, 1999). Thus, in lak mu-
tants, the entire period of RGC genesis appears to pass entiation wave but not later waves of retinal neuro-
genesis.without any RGCs being generated. The lack of zn5
staining in lak retina (Figure 2 and data not shown) The absence of Hu staining during the period of RGC
genesis strongly suggests that lak is required for thefurther indicates that the Hu neurons observed in the
Neuron
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Figure 8. Delayed Cell Cycle Exit and Progenitor Accumulation in lak Mutants
(A and B) Wild-type larvae were given BrdU from 38 to 52 hpf and sacrificed at 52 hpf. (A) BrdU immunostaining of a saggital section; (B)
DAPI counterstain of the same section to reveal all cells. Comparison of (A) and (B) shows that most cells of the GCL and some cells of the
INL had exited the cell cycle prior to 38 hpf and are therefore BrdU.
(C and D) A mutant section from the same BrdU experiment, double stained for BrdU (C) and DAPI (D). Comparison of the DAPI and BrdU
staining reveals that almost every cell in the mutant retina remained in the cell cycle at 38 hpf. Only a small patch of BrdU cells is evident
([C], arrow). The number of BrdU cells in the mutant (C) is clearly higher than in wild-type (A). Note the lack of a distinct GCL or INL in mutant
retina at 52 hpf (D). Scale bar in (D) is 50 m.
(A–D) Anterior is up and dorsal is to the right.
(E and F) A model of lak function during retinal neurogenesis. (E) In the wild-type retina, three waves of neurogenesis generate the three cell
layers. During the first wave of neurogenesis, RGCs are generated; the lak gene promotes neuronal differentiation specifically during this
wave. Other proneural genes are required to drive differentiation of the INL and ONL waves. (F) In lak loss-of-function mutants, no neurogenesis
can occur during the first wave, so undifferentiated progenitors accumulate. Then, when the lak-independent INL wave starts, the excess
progenitors are available to become excess INL cells. L, lens; GCL, ganglion cell layer; RGC, retinal ganglion cell; INL, inner nuclear layer.
specification and/or differentiation of RGCs rather than dine (BrdU) incorporation to determine when progeni-
tors were exiting the cell cycle. Wild-type and mutanttheir survival. However, it remains possible that some
mutant RGCs may differentiate and then die. To test this larvae were incubated in BrdU for 14 hr, starting at 38
possibility, we used TUNEL to stain dying cells during (30 hpf, and were sacrificed immediately thereafter (i.e., at
hpf) and immediately after (48 hpf) the wave of RGC 52 hpf). This treatment regimen (Hu and Easter, 1999)
genesis. The amount of cell death was observed to be causes all cells still cycling at 38 hpf to incorporate
highly variable in the 48 hpf retina—even individual fish BrdU, while marking postmitotic cells by virtue of their
could show a 5-fold difference in the number of labeled lack of BrdU staining. Hu and Easter (1999) report that,
cells between eyes. We estimate the total number of at 38 hpf, most cells fated for the GCL and a smaller
dying cells per retina at 48 hpf to vary between 6 and number of cells fated for the INL have already exited
40. No difference in the number of dying cells could be the cell cycle. Our BrdU results in wild-type fish confirm
detected between lak and lak fish (Figure 4C). No this finding—most GCL cells and some INL cells are
quantitative analysis was performed at 30 hpf, but mu- unlabeled by BrdU, whereas all ONL cells are BrdU
tants were not observed to have more retinal cell death (Figures 8A and 8B). By contrast, nearly all cells in the
at this age either. We therefore find no evidence that lak mutant retina are still in the cell cycle at 38 hpf,
lak is required for survival of RGCs. Rather, the results indicating that they remain undifferentiated progenitors
of the Hu staining indicate that RGCs are not generated (Figures 8C and 8D). Thus, in lak mutants, exit from the
at all in the absence of lak/ath5 function. cell cycle and differentiation appear to be delayed. This
finding demonstrates that the overproduction of bipolar
and Mu¨ller glial cells is not a consequence of an ectopiclak Mutants Accumulate Undifferentiated
early wave of INL cell genesis. Rather, the first wave ofProgenitors by Delaying Their Exit
neurogenesis does not occur, and progenitors accumu-from Cell Cycle
late until the second wave of neurogenesis.The start of retinal neurogenesis, which is marked by the
A small number of BrdU cells was observed in thedifferentiation of RGCs in wild-type, could be delayed in
mutant. The position of these cells suggested that thethe mutant until the time of INL genesis. Alternatively,
spread of neurogenesis from the embryonic fissure wasit could be replaced by the genesis of some other cell
normal (Figure 8C and data not shown). We wonderedtype, possibly bipolar or glial cells. To distinguish be-
tween these possibilities, we used 5-bromo-2-deoxyuri- whether these earliest-born cells would preferentially
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populate the “vacant” GCL of the mutant. Some larvae venting the early wave of neurogenesis that normally
were allowed to survive in BrdU-free medium until 5 dpf produces RGCs. These findings are consistent with a
following the 38–52 hpf BrdU treatment. In contrast to model in which ath5 acts solely to drive progenitors out
wild-type retina, in which most GCL cells were BrdU, of the cell cycle, leaving specification of cell fate to cell-
unlabeled cells were difficult to find in the 5 dpf lak extrinsic cues (see Livesey and Cepko, 2001). In this
retina (n  4 mutants). However, occasional unlabeled model, ath5 would promote RGC genesis by causing
cells were detected in both the GCL and the INL (data cell cycle exit during a time when the retinal environment
not shown), indicating that neurons born prior to 38 hpf favors production of RGCs. However, recent gain-of-
contribute to both layers in the mutant. These results function experiments in chick suggest that Ath5 can
suggest that the earliest wave of neurogenesis in the induce transcription of RGC-specific genes (Matter-
lak mutant retina builds the INL and the GCL simultane- Sadzinski et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2001). Therefore, it
ously. seems likely that ath5 functions both to drive progenitors
from the cell cycle at the appropriate time and also to
Discussion activate an RGC-specific differentiation program.
We have identified a point mutation in the zebrafish
lakritz gene that blocks RGC genesis. This mutation Cell Fate Switches in lak Mutants
results in a strong loss-of-function or null allele, based In addition to the absence of RGCs, lak mutants exhibit
on genetic data and the sequence of the mutant protein. increased numbers of bipolar, amacrine, and Mu¨ller glial
While the earliest-born retinal cell type, the RGC, fails cells. The overproduction of INL cell types at the ex-
to form in lak mutants, cell types born during the second pense of RGCs suggests that a cell fate switch has
wave of retinal neurogenesis, the INL cells, are increased occurred. How might the loss of lak/ath5 function lead
in number. Our results reveal a role for lak in initiation to this phenotype? One possibility is that INL cell types
of retinal neurogenesis and suggest that the loss of are made in place of RGCs during the normal period of
lak function affects cell fate by affecting the timing of RGC genesis. This, however, is not what we find; our
neuronal differentiation. In addition, our results suggest BrdU experiments show that no neurogenesis occurs in
that the function of atonal orthologs in the eye is con- lak mutants during the time when RGCs are normally
served between Drosophila and zebrafish. made.
Our results suggest a more indirect switch from RGC
Role of lak/ath5 in Retinal Ganglion Cell Genesis to INL cell fate: loss of neurogenesis during the RGC
Numerous transcription factors homologous to the Dro- differentiation wave may increase the number of progen-
sophila proneural bHLH proteins are expressed in the itors available to differentiate during the subsequent INL
vertebrate retinal primordium during neurogenesis. One wave (see model, Figures 8E and 8F). We show, using
such factor, XATH5, was implicated in retinal RGC speci- BrdU, Hu, and zpr1 immunostaining, that the first wave
fication through overexpression studies; Xenopus reti- of retinal neurogenesis is skipped in lak mutants,
nal progenitors overexpressing XATH5 were biased to-
whereas the waves of INL and ONL genesis are essen-
ward an RGC fate (Kanekar et al., 1997). We have
tially normal. At 38 hpf, which is around the time that
discovered a loss-of-function mutation in the zebrafish
GCL genesis normally tapers off and INL genesis begins
lak/ath5 gene, which encodes a protein 89% identical
(Hu and Easter, 1999), nearly all cells in the lak retinato Xenopus XATH5 over the bHLH domain. We show
remain undifferentiated progenitors, as shown by theirthat this gene is absolutely required for RGC genesis in
continued ability to incorporate BrdU. Mutant retinae atzebrafish; during the normal period of RGC genesis, lak
this age clearly have more BrdU cells than wild-typeprogenitors fail to exit the cell cycle or differentiate into
retinae (Figures 8A and 8C). Thus, the mutant retinaneurons, and, as a result, the lak retina is completely
accumulates progenitors during the time when the wild-devoid of RGCs. A similar reduction in RGC number
type retina is making RGCs. This enlarged pool of pro-has recently been observed in the mouse Math5 mutant
genitors should be available to differentiate into bipolar,(Wang et al., 2001). Together, the loss-of-function data
amacrine, and Mu¨ller glial cells once the INL wave be-and the gain-of-function results of Kanekar et al. (1997)
gins, explaining why excesses of these cell types areargue that ath5 expression is necessary and sufficient
found in the mature mutant retina. By the time of theto specify the RGC fate.
ONL wave, however, the pool of progenitors is appar-How does ath5 control RGC fate? In all species exam-
ently back to wild-type levels, since cone photorecep-ined so far, ath5 expression begins prior to retinal neuro-
tors are not overproduced in lak mutants.genesis and is rapidly downregulated by neurons exiting
This “progenitor-accumulation” model can also ac-the cell cycle (Masai et al., 2000; Brown et al., 1998;
count for the Xath5 overexpression phenotype. Progeni-Kanekar et al., 1997; Matter-Sadzinski et al., 2001). This
tors overexpressing Xath5 overproduce RGCs at thepattern of expression suggests that ath5 may act at the
expense of bipolar, amacrine, and Mu¨ller glial cells (Ka-time of cell cycle exit to promote RGC differentiation.
nekar et al., 1997). Since Xath5 (and lak) has the abilityIn support of this view, Xath5 overexpression in tadpole
to promote cell cycle exit, early overexpression couldretina reduced the total number of retinal neurons by
conceivably increase the number of cells differentiatingforcing progenitors to differentiate before they had com-
during the wave of RGC genesis. This, in turn, wouldpleted the normal number of cell divisions (Kanekar et
decrease the number of progenitor cells left to differenti-al., 1997). Accordingly, we show that the lak mutation
delays the cell cycle exit of retinal progenitors, pre- ate during the INL neurogenic wave.
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The Laminar Fate of Amacrine Cells in lak Mutants which mirror or prefigure the earliest wave of neurogen-
esis, have been observed in zebrafish retina, suggestingOur model predicts a simple RGC-to-INL cell transfor-
mation. However, we observed that amacrine, bipolar, that the molecular mechanisms driving the neurogenic
wave have been conserved from flies to fish (Neumannand Mu¨ller glia were not affected equally by the lak
mutation. For instance, only amacrine cells were redis- and Nu¨sslein-Volhard, 2000; Masai et al., 2000). How-
ever, the ability of shh and ath5 to affect each other’stributed to the mutant GCL. How can our model account
for the specific effect on amacrine cells? Although we expression has not yet been tested.
The identification of a loss-of-function allele of lak/have referred generically to the “INL wave of neurogen-
esis,” there is evidence from cell birthdating studies that ath5 provides an experimental tool that will help test the
notion that a mechanism similar to the morphogeneticamacrine cells are actually born slightly before the cells
of the outer INL (our unpublished data; Hu and Easter, furrow operates in vertebrates. Here, we show that, in
the absence of the lak/ath5 wave, there is no early wave1999; Malicki, 2000, and references therein). We show
here that the first wave of neurogenesis in the mutant of neurogenesis, although later waves appear unaf-
fected. By contrast, loss of the earliest-born R8 cell typeretina starts around the time of the wild-type INL wave
and gives rise to INL cells, suggesting that it is a rela- in ato mutants entirely blocks the subsequent differenti-
ation of R1-R7 neurons (Jarman et al., 1994). The facttively normal INL wave—except that it also generates
GCL cells. Assuming that the temporal order of genesis that neurogenesis does eventually proceed in lak mu-
tants indicates that later neurogenic waves are indepen-among INL cells is unchanged, amacrine cells will be
the first-born cell type in the lak mutant and may there- dent of the GCL wave—they do not require ath5 or any
factor secreted by RGCs. It is tempting to speculatefore be in a unique position to populate the vacant GCL.
that each wave of neurogenesis in the vertebrate retina
might have its own specific proneural master gene thatConservation of atonal Function
promotes cell cycle exit and cell type-specific gene ex-in Eye Development
pression, in the manner that ath5 does for RGCs.Structurally, Drosophila atonal (ato) and zebrafish lak/
ath5 are highly related, sharing 68% identity in the bHLH
Experimental Proceduresdomain and 92% identity in the basic portion of the
domain (Masai et al., 2000). Our results demonstrate
Immunohistochemistrythat the two genes are functionally related as well. Both
Mutant larvae were obtained by crosses of heterozygous lakth241
genes are expressed at an early stage of eye develop- carriers. Larvae were fixed in 4% PBS-buffered paraformaldehyde
ment, when the first neural precursor cells commit to (PFA), then cryoprotected in 30% sucrose/0.02% azide/PBS before
sectioning at 12m horizontally on a cryostat. Slides were incubatedparticular fates, although they are not involved in the
in blocking solution (PBS  3% normal calf serum, 0.3% Tritonearly steps of eye formation (Jarman et al., 1994; Masai
X-100) for 30 min, then primary antibodies were applied overnightet al., 2000; this study). Both genes are required for
in blocking solution at 4C. The immunohistochemical signal wasinitiation of neurogenesis in the eye (Jarman et al., 1994).
detected with Alexa dye-conjugated secondary antibodies (Molecu-
And both genes are specifically required for cell-type lar Probes). Photographs were prepared with a cooled-CCD camera
specification of the earliest-born eye neurons: R8 photo- (SPOT-RT, Diagnostic Instruments). For anti-GAD67, Triton was
omitted from the blocking solution. For anti-Hu, slides were preincu-receptors in flies (Jarman et al., 1994) and RGCs in fish.
bated in 0.1 M Tris [pH 8] at 90C for 25 min. For anti-BrdU, aAlthough ato and lak/ath5 appear functionally con-
preincubation in 2 N HCl was performed.served in the eye, ato has additional functions in the
For whole-mount immunostaining, larvae (treated with 0.2 mMdevelopment of the chordotonal proprioceptors in the
phenylthiourea to inhibit pigmentation) were fixed in 4% PFA,
peripheral nervous system which are not shared by ath5. washed in PBS, and stored overnight in 100% methanol at 20C.
Instead, a different but highly related vertebrate gene, After rehydrating in PBS, larvae were permeabilized in 0.1% colla-
genase/PBS for 45 min. Blocking solution consisted of 10% normalMath1, determines proprioceptors in the mouse (Ben-
calf serum (NCS) in PBSDT (PBS  0.1% Tween 20, 1% DMSO).Arie et al., 2000), in addition to having a role in the
Larvae were blocked for 1 hr and incubated in NCS-PBSDT plusgenesis of cerebellar granule cells and inner ear hair
primary antibody overnight. Biotinylated secondary antibodies (Vec-cells (Ben-Arie et al., 1997; Bermingham et al., 1999).
tor), the ABC-peroxidase kit (Vector), and a DAB reaction revealed
Thus, ath1 and ath5 appear to have split the combined the staining.
functions of a single, ancestral atonal gene and can The following primary antibodies were used: mouse zn5 (1:500)
and zpr1 (1:200; Oregon monoclonal bank); mouse anti-tyrosinetherefore both be regarded as (semi-) orthologs of ato.
hydroxylase (1:100; Chemicon MAB318); rabbit anti-GAD67 (1:300;In the fly retina, neuronal differentiation spreads as a
Chemicon AB108); rabbit anti-PKC1 (1:300; Santa Cruz SC-209);wave across the eye imaginal disc behind the morpho-
mouse anti-glutamine synthetase (1:500; Chemicon MAB302);genetic furrow (Heberlein and Moses, 1995). The ato
mouse anti-HuC/D (1:400; Molecular Probes A-21271); and rat anti-
gene is required for progression of this wave, as is the BrdU (1:50; Harlan SeraLabs).
extracellular signaling molecule Hedgehog, which in- For the TUNEL-based cell death assay, sections from 30 or 48
hpf larvae were stained using the In Situ Cell Death Detection Kit-duces ato expression at the advancing wave front (Dom-
Fluorescein (Roche) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.inguez, 1999; Dominguez and Hafen, 1997; Borod and
Heberlein, 1998). Neurogenesis in the vertebrate retina
Cell-Type Quantificationalso spreads as a wave or, rather, several sequential
Our cell-counting methodology was similar to that previously em-waves that generate different cell types, all of which
ployed in the analysis of the zebrafish retina by Link et al. (2000).start from the point where the optic stalk contacts the
For TH and Pax6GFP, positive cells were counted on every third
optic vesicle (McCabe et al., 1999; Hu and Easter, 1999; section through the 7 dpf retina; for TUNEL on 48 hpf larvae, every
Schmitt and Dowling, 1999; Masai et al., 2000). Recently, other section was counted. The cell numbers reported were adjusted
by an appropriate factor (three or two). This method of counting iswaves of ath5 and sonic hedgehog (shh) expression,
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likely to be extremely unbiased between groups, because eye size, which recapitulate aspects of the endogenous Pax6 expression pat-
tern in the retina (Hitchcock et al., 1996). Pax6GFP(142) showedcell size, and total cell number do not differ between lak mutant
and wild-type (Neuhauss et al., 1999; our unpublished data). For stable GFP expression in a subset of amacrine cells over more than
three generations, before carriers were crossed into a lak mutantPKC and GS cell counts, wild-type and lak mutant fish were chosen
randomly for counting. The number of labeled cells on a single background.
section through the central-most retina, as assessed by maximal
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